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Introduction
For a long time, many in financial circles have been

predicting that the end of derivatives is near. Critics have
described them as little more than Wall Street-concocted
gimmicks designed to fleece unsuspecting individuals of
their savings, bankrupt corporations and municipalities, and
bring chaos to the nation’s financial systems. After the
Gibson Greeting and Orange County debacles, derivatives
were seen as too complicated and best left to professionals.
Then after the demise of Long Term Capital Management,
it appeared that not even Nobel Prize winning geniuses
could use this “snake oil” safely. Still another criticism
from the decriers is that all derivatives are the same. Given
this hostile reception by the financial community, it is
perhaps not surprising that derivatives (unfairly) became
synonymous with complicated, high-risk ventures, guaran-
teed to cause failure to any who dared to invest in them.

Yet despite all of this bad publicity, it can now be
revealed that derivatives have not only survived, but they
are becoming increasingly commonplace. They continue to
be found in financial markets, as evidenced by the numer-
ous exchanges that trade them. Many industrial firms
manage their operations—and individuals preserve and
enhance their wealth—with the help of financial deriva-
tives. Even more intriguing is the recognition that most
companies’ daily operations involve derivatives, that a
company itself is a derivative, and that almost all individu-
als encounter derivatives on a daily basis.

 The prevalence of derivatives stems from a number of
factors. They are amazingly useful when properly used. The
slowly growing popularity of derivatives has led to better
understanding and acceptance. Also growing is the realiza-
tion that derivatives exist in many forms, and not just in
financial markets. Life is full of derivatives if you under-
stand how they work and know where to look.

The next section of this article covers the basics of
derivatives, and shows how these can be combined to build
more complicated derivatives. The third section reveals how
derivatives are in fact all around us. The fourth section
discusses why derivatives are so useful and will continue to
exist, regardless of any bad publicity.

Basics
Before embarking on our search for derivatives, it helps

to know what a derivative is and how it works. Loosely
defined, a derivative is something that derives its value

from or in terms of something else. For example, a stock
option derives its value from the stock it references.
Therefore, a stock option has value, but only in terms of the
referenced stock. Typically, derivatives are structured as
contracts (explicit or implicit) that reference another asset,
obligation, or contract.

Most derivatives are built from a few basic building
blocks. Despite their seeming complexity, most derivatives
are constructed by combining or modifying basic elements,
such as forwards and options, and conventional transaction
activities, such as borrowing money, lending money, buying
assets, or lending assets. Derivatives range in complexity
from an ordinary handshake agreement to a legal contract
contained in an indenture of several hundred pages.

1.1 Lending, and the Fundamental Asset
All derivatives are constructed based on the simplest

action of borrowing or lending money and buying or selling
a fundamental asset. These are the most basic building
blocks for all derivatives. When you borrow money, you
receive money upfront but promise to repay that amount
with interest at some future specified date. Lending money
is the opposite of borrowing money. When you lend money,
you pay money upfront but receive a promise that you will
be repaid with interest at some future specified date.
Examples of borrowing money include taking out a loan
from a bank, using your credit card, and using margin in a
brokerage account. Examples of lending money include
depositing money into a bank or money market account,
prepaying on a credit or debit card, and investing in a bond.

A derivative derives its value from fundamental or
more generally underlying assets. A fundamental asset, as
opposed to a derivative asset, is a fancy way of saying that
an asset has value that does not depend on anything else. In
truth, it can be argued that the value of all things is interde-
pendent, but we need to start someplace. Because the asset
immediately underlying a derivative can itself be a deriva-
tive, it is more general to call it an underlying asset.
Practically, a fundamental asset is the asset that ultimately
determines a derivative’s value. Examples that are often
considered fundamental assets are (i) commodities, such as
oil, gold, food, and power; (ii) financial assets, such as
stocks, bonds and currencies; and (iii) intangible assets that
can be valued, such as labor, copyrights, and patents.

An asset’s value is determined when it is traded. When
you buy an asset, you pay money and receive an asset. It is
said that you are “long” the asset when you own it. When
you sell an asset, you give an asset in return for money. It is
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sometimes said that you are “shorting” the asset when you
sell an asset that you do not own.

Finally, it is important to understand that an asset (and
its value) is determined not just by a physical object, but by
its location and time when delivered. Water in perpetually
soaked England has different value from water in the
relatively parched African savannah. Even in the African
savannah, water has different value depending whether you
are in the rainy season or the dry season. Similarly, fruit in
winter is different from fruit in summer. Electricity in
California during the summer is different from electricity in
the winter or in the Northeast.

1.2 Forwards and Futures
One of the most basic derivatives is a forward contract.

A forward contract (or simply “forward”) is an agreement
to purchase or sell something at some time in the future at a
pre-agreed upon price. Nothing is exchanged today, al-
though there is a commitment to an exchange in the future.
For example, the popular holiday gift company Harry and
David® offers Fruit-of-the-Month Club memberships. One
of the payment choices is to pay each month at a pre-agreed
price for that month’s fruit selection; that is, today you can
order two and half pounds of fresh Bing cherries for
delivery in July if you commit today to pay $32.95 in July.
In essence, you are entering into a forward contract with
Harry and David® to have cherries delivered to you in July.
This forward contract can result in your making or losing
money.

To see how you can make or lose money with a for-
ward, suppose that by July, Bing cherries have appreciated
in value. Harry and David® can sell the two-and-half pounds
of cherries in the grocery market for $35.00. Unfortunately,
since it has entered into a forward contract with you, it has
to honor its previous obligation to deliver the cherries to
your door and charges your credit card for $32.95. As a
result of entering into this forward contract, you realize you
save $2.05 and the opportunity cost for Harry and David® is
$2.05. This is also why derivatives are sometimes character-
ized as an instrument with a zero-sum payoff, since one
party’s gains are offset by the counterparty’s losses.

In this way, you can also see that a forward is a deriva-
tive because it derives its value from something that you
promise to purchase or sell in the future. In our example,
the value of the Harry and David® forward in July is $2.05,
but this value is derived by using the price of Bing cherries.
If the price of Bing cherries were different, the value of the
forward would also be different. This insight reveals that
you can construct a forward synthetically or by combining
other more basic trades.

A forward can be synthetically constructed by borrow-
ing money and using the borrowed money to buy an asset.
When Harry and David® enter into the forward contract

with you, it can take a risk that the price of cherries will not
cause the company to lose money or, being a well-run
business, it can synthetically hedge the forward contract. To
do so, Harry and David® may choose to pay a farmer
upfront to grow cherries for the company and pay for this
out of money it borrows. Hence, a forward contract is
constructed using the basic building blocks of buying a
fundamental asset and borrowing money.

A futures contract is a variation of a forward. A futures
contract is an agreement to buy or sell an asset at a prede-
termined price in the future (“futures price”) with no money
changing hands when you enter into the contract, just like a
forward. Futures contracts are traded on organized ex-
changes, where the future settlement price changes fre-
quently. As a result, unlike a forward, a futures contract is
marked-to-market, typically daily. That is, at the end of
each day, you pay or are paid the difference between the
going market futures price at the end of the day and your
futures price. After marking-to-market, the end-of-day
futures price becomes your futures price.

It helps to illustrate with an example. At the beginning
of the day, you enter into a futures contract that promises to
deliver to you a barrel of oil in June for $40, but by the end
of the day, there are traders willing to enter into futures
contract promising to deliver the barrel of oil in June for
$45. No money changes hands when you enter into the
futures contract as the contract’s futures price is such that
the futures contract initially has zero value. Nevertheless,
the value of the futures contract does not usually remain
zero. The futures contract is “marked to market” daily: at
the end of the day, you receive $5 in cash, which is the
difference between the end-of-day futures price ($45) and
your pre-agreed futures price ($40). In addition, you now
are committed to purchase the oil in June for the going rate
of $45. Should you want to exit from your commitment at
the end of this day after receiving the marked-to-market
payment of $5, you can sell your contract for $0. This is
because your contract’s futures price is now at the market
futures price, which by definition means that the contract
has zero value.

As might be expected, a futures contract is a derivative.
It is essentially a forward contract that is sold and then
bought at a new futures price each day as a result of
marking-to-market. In this way, a futures contract is
derivative whose underlying asset is a forward. Since a
forward contract is itself a derivative constructed in terms
of a purchase or sale of fundamental asset and a loan, so is
a futures contract.

1.3 Swaps
A swap contract (“swap”) is another basic derivative. It

is a contract between two parties to exchange the cash flows
or other benefits of two different assets without changing
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ownership. Usually, nothing is exchanged at the start.
Hence, this is a derivative involving two different underly-
ing assets.

For example, interest rate swaps are very popular on
Wall Street. One party, the “receiver,” receives fixed rate
interest payments from a “payer” in return for floating rate
interest payments. Fixed rate interest payments are predeter-
mined at the inception of the swap, while floating rate
payments (as their name implies) vary according to a
predetermined formula (usually based on the London
Interbank Offer Rate). Entering into a receiver swap is
economically identical to purchasing a fixed interest rate
bond while selling a floating rate bond with the same
principal amount. Nevertheless, no purchase and sale of
bonds actually takes place.

Another example of swaps involves timesharing of
vacation homes (“timeshare”). Typically, a timeshare
requires that you purchase partial ownership in a vacation
home, for example in Orlando, Florida. Since you are
sharing ownership with several others, you are entitled to
use the vacation home at only certain times of the year,
such as two weeks in November. The lack of time flexibility
as well as the single location would seem to make owning a
timeshare rather unappealing, but a swap market has
developed for timeshares. You can swap your timeshare for
a different one; say one that offers two weeks in Paris in
June. You still continue to own your property in Orlando,
but you get to enjoy Paris as well.

To see how you can profit or lose in a timeshare
“swap,” consider the above example of swapping Orlando in
November for Paris in June. Suppose you finance your
purchase of the Orlando timeshare by paying $2,000 per
year for all of its expected life. You travel to Paris in June
and find the weather pleasant and enjoy a wonderful
vacation—well worth the $2,000. When November comes
around, you learn that the weather in Orlando is rainy and
unusually cold. You realize that had you gone to Orlando
instead, you would have wasted your money. Therefore, you
profited from the swap to the extent of an excellent vaca-
tion.

1.4 Options
Another useful derivative is an option. An option is a

right, but not an obligation, to be able to do something.
Typically, as an owner of an option, it allows you to pur-
chase (a call option) or sell (a put option) something at a
predetermined price (the strike price) on or before a
predetermined date (the expiration date). Unlike typical
forwards, futures, and swaps, an option always has value or
a cost associated with it.

A traditional example of an option involves a stock as
the underlying asset, such as an employee stock option
(“ESO”). Many companies give their employees valuable

ESOs as compensation or to provide a work incentive. An
ESO is a call option that gives you the right to purchase
your company’s stock at a strike price. If your company’s
stock price is higher than the strike price, exercising your
option can net you a profit. You can use the option to
purchase the stock at the strike price and sell it immediately
for a higher price in the stock market. Of course, you may
also choose to wait to use the option in the hope that the
stock market price will increase further and you will be able
to net a greater profit.

Call options are not limited to the financial world, but
exist everywhere in our lives. For example, your reading of
this article is an exercise of a call option. You stand to
benefit from the knowledge you gain from reading it at a
cost of your time (i.e., the strike price). If you believe that
the knowledge this article will impart is worth less than
your time, you will not read it and your option will expire
worthless. Of course, you paid for this option by purchasing
a subscription to this publication.

Put options are similar to call options, but they offer the
right to sell an underlying asset at a predetermined strike
price on or before a predetermined date. If the underlying
asset price ever falls below the strike price of the put
option, then it pays to exercise that option.

You may not realize it, but you probably own one or
more put options—better known as insurance policies. Let’s
see why this is a put option. Suppose you own an expensive
automobile for which you purchased collision insurance
that pays you a predetermined amount in the event of
damage to your car. You leave it parked on a street where a
truck demolishes it. It is no longer an expensive automo-
bile, and it is now worthless. You do not worry because you
realize that you can sell your demolished automobile to
your insurance company at the predetermined price and use
the proceeds to buy a replacement. Insurance is a put option
because it lets you sell your underlying asset (an automo-
bile) if ever your automobile declines in value because of
damage.

1.5 More Complicated Derivatives: Built Up from
Basic Building Blocks

More complicated derivatives are usually nothing more
than combinations of simpler derivatives. The key to
understanding and pricing derivatives is to break them
down into the basic building blocks discussed above. Just as
we decomposed Harry and David® in the forward example,
most other derivatives are simply combinations of more
basic derivatives.

A currently popular Wall Street product is a derivative
known as a “principal protected note.” One specific ex-
ample promises to match the price appreciation in the Dow
Jones Industrial Index, but guarantees that you will at least
receive your principal if the stock market declines. This
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investment sounds almost too good to be true, but if we
decompose it, we see how it is possible. First, principal is
guaranteed by putting it into a bank savings account.
Second, interest from that principal is used to purchase a
call option on the stock market. If the stock market per-
forms well, then the option is exercised and the monies in
the bank account are used to purchase stocks, which are
then resold to net a profit. If the stock market declines, the
option is not exercised, but the principal in the bank account
remains (of course, without interest, which was used
effectively to purchase the option).

Highly compensated executives are frequent users of
derivatives. Often, executives are compensated with
company stock, which is restricted and cannot be immedi-
ately sold, or stock options, which also cannot be sold. In
addition, a senior executive may not be able to sell his
company’s stock because it would be bad for public rela-
tions. This presents a problem if they want to sell their
stock or stock options. And, for various reasons, such as the
need for cash, aversion to risk, or doubts about their own
company, executives often prefer to sell some or all of their
stock and options. Derivatives offer a way.

For example, some executives use swaps. They enter
into a “total return swap” to trade the return on their
company’s stock for the return on the stock of some other
executives, or the return on a stock market index such as the
S&P 500. A swap in this way is economically a trade of
their stock for other stock. Legally, however, it is not a sale.

Some executives may not want to trade their stock for
other stock, but may want to lock in their stock’s price
without selling it, and derivatives offer another way.
However, the only sure way to lock in a price is to sell it,
which may not be possible. A put option can prevent losses
from a stock price decline, but put options alone are costly.
The solution is to purchase a put option and pay for the
purchase with the premium received from selling a call
option on the stock. If the stock depreciates, the executive is
protected by the put. If the stock appreciates, the sold call
will limit the gains. The net effect is a locked-in price.
Depending where the strikes on the options are set, there
may be no tax consequences. This derivative is known as a
collar, but is nothing more than a bought (long) put and
sold (short) call:

option and stock ensure a minimum value, why not borrow
against this minimum value? This is the concept behind a
“prepaid forward contract.” Economically, it is nothing
more than a collar with a loan:

+ + =Stock Long
Put

Short
Call

Prepaid
ForwardLoan+

+ + =Stock Long
Put

Short
Call

Collar

Some executives may want to not only lock in their
stock’s price, but also cash in their value now—without
selling the stock. Again, derivatives offer a way. Since a put

As said, a seemingly complex derivative turns out to be
comprised of a few basic derivatives.

Secret Revealed: Derivatives Are Everywhere
Derivatives are more commonplace than you think if

you know where to look and how to identify them. Some
even say that all things are derivatives. Indeed, derivatives
are everywhere.

Forwards are commonplace in our daily life. Whenever
you order something that is out of stock, you have entered
into a forward contract. When you place an order over the
Internet and pay for it by credit card, it is a forward con-
tract. Businesses routinely agree to make purchases at a
forward price for delivery and payment at a later date.

Anytime you hear of a “right,” it is an option. An oil
right is an option to drill for oil. Land rights are an option
to develop land. A property right is a right to buy and sell
possessions. All of these rights have value, and many are
calculable. Regardless, “rights” are derivatives, and their
underlying assets are those to which you have the “right.”

Even without a label of a “right,” there are many real
world examples of options, which are in fact derivatives. A
parking lot in a city may be an option to build a skyscraper.
A job is an option on a salary and bonus, which depend on
the work that is produced, and you pay for this option in
terms of your time and effort. (Of course, your bonus may
consist of derivatives, such as options as well.)

Power plants are routinely valued and evaluated as
portfolios of derivatives. A power plant produces and sells
power. This requires fuel, such as natural gas, as an input.
The profitability of such a power plant is defined as the
difference between the price of power and the cost of
natural gas—which is known as the spark spread. Because a
power plant can choose not to produce power, it is an option
on the spark spread. In turn, each day a power plant can
choose whether to produce power, meaning that a power
plant is a collection of options for different days. So,
although you may think of a power plant as a physical asset,
it is also a derivative because its value derives from the
spark spread.

Even fundamental assets can be derivatives. A stock is
a call option on the assets (such as plant, equipment,
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reputation, and client accounts) of a firm. If the value of the
assets of a firm increases relative to the liabilities (primarily
debts), the stock grows in value. If ever the value of assets
falls below that of a firm’s liabilities, resulting in bank-
ruptcy, the stock becomes worthless. Thus, a stock is a
derivative; the underlying assets of a stock are the assets of
a firm; and the strike price of the option is the sum total of
the liabilities.

At this point, it is probably not surprising to recognize
that even the assets of the firm are derivatives as well. Their
value derives from how they are used in projects. An LCD
display factory can produce monitors or televisions, for
example. Since a firm has an option of which to produce or
even whether to produce, even the factory is a derivative.

Derivatives: As Fundamental As Free Will
There are many reasons why derivatives exist. They

make it possible to exploit arbitrage opportunities, transfer
risk, and assist in price discovery. They overcome market
failures and obstacles, such as incomplete markets, incom-
plete capitalization, regulatory restrictions, taxes, and
market illiquidity, to name a few.

Derivatives sometimes offer a less expensive way of
investing or transacting. For example, suppose a transport
company wants to lock in the price of fuel costs at today’s
levels. In doing so, the company wants to avoid wildly
fluctuating fuel costs that would affect the company’s
bottom-line and scare creditors and investors. The company
has several choices. It could purchase the fuel directly and
store it by building and maintaining a large fuel dump. Of
course, this would be very costly. It could instead enter into
a forward contract with an oil company, which already has
such facilities and can produce fuel on demand. It is very
likely that cost of the forward contract with an oil company
will be less than buying and storing fuel for the transport
company. Since cost savings translate into greater profit,
finding such a strategy is sometimes known as arbitrage.

Generally, arbitrage is a trading strategy that results in
profits without additional risk. Ever elusive and always the
objective of those playing the financial markets, arbitrage
opportunities sometimes can be found through the use of
derivatives. The idea is to look at the relative value of a
derivative instrument and its underlying asset. As illustrated
above, this is done by showing that derivative consists of
buying or selling the underlying assets in a certain way. If
one is more inexpensive relative to the other, then you buy
the inexpensive one and sell the expensive one.

For example, not long ago, many hedge funds were
interested in arbitraging “busted” convertibles. A convert-
ible bond permits an investor to convert the bond into a
certain number of shares of company stock at any time.
Therefore, a convertible is a plain bond plus an option. A
“busted” convertible is a convertible that trades as if the

option has no value. Recognizing that options have value,
hedge funds would basically purchase these “busted”
convertibles and sell the option and bond separately,
making money on the seemingly worthless option.

Beyond exploiting market mis-pricing, derivatives also
offer a way to transfer risk. One of the more successful
attempts has been a massive transfer of credit risk from
banks to other investors. The U.S. government has encour-
aged banks to shift their credit risk to the capital markets.
The result has been a flourishing credit derivatives market,
with such credit derivatives as credit default swaps and
collateralized debt obligations. Now, instead of banks
worrying about whether company and individual debtors
will pay their obligations, much of the risk is borne by other
investors, such as hedge funds, pension plans, and insur-
ance companies.

Similarly, insurance companies have successfully
transferred some of their risk to the capital markets. The
most common means of accomplishing this is through
catastrophe bonds, which promise to pay a certain amount
of interest and repay principal, but only if a catastrophe
does not occur. Catastrophes can include hurricanes, other
severe weather, floods, earthquakes, asbestos claims, and
even terrorism.

Another benefit of derivatives is price discovery.
Moody’s KMV is well-known for using its derivatives-
based approach to supplement Moody’s Investors Service
credit ratings. The basic idea is to infer the credit risk of a
company’s debt by looking at the performance of a
company’s stock. The stock and debt are modeled as
derivatives on the underlying assets of the company. Since
stock is traded more frequently than debt, this approach lets
Moody’s KMV learn more about debt from the stock prices
than by looking at debt by itself. The result has proven to be
a very effective tool for analyzing bonds.

In many cases, information about a derivative’s under-
lying asset is lacking for one reason or another, but the
derivative reveals more. For example, the New York Stock
Exchange (“NYSE”) is currently open from 9:30 AM until
4 PM ET weekdays, excluding certain holidays. Trading in
derivatives, however, is not limited to these hours. As a
result, stock market futures prices, such as those of S&P
and NASDAQ futures, are routinely used to forecast
opening movements in the NYSE prior to its open. Indeed,
S&P Index futures are more liquid than the stocks that
comprise the Index. In this way, a derivative’s price is used
to provide more information about the underlying asset’s
price and provide a more effective mechanism for trading.

The need for price discovery is often part of a larger
market problem known as incomplete markets. An incom-
plete market exists where there is no trading in securities
that would let an investor expose or hedge oneself to certain
risks. Derivatives help complete a market. If you cannot
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trade in the underlying asset, you might be able to trade in
the derivative, as the above example shows. Even if both
trade, derivatives enable investors to customize their risk
exposures in a way that would not be possible using the
underlying asset alone. For example, a put option combined
with an underlying asset lets an investor limit the risk that
an investor can lose money.

Another example involves buying a put and call option,
which means that an investor is betting that prices will
move, but does not know which way they will go. Such a
strategy may be implemented just prior to a news announce-
ment, for example, immediately before a press conference
for Apple Computer’s release of its latest version of an iPod,
to which the market may react positively or negatively. This
strategy, called a “straddle,” is also known as trading
volatility. Without derivatives, it would not be possible to
trade volatility. Again, derivatives help complete the market
for volatility.

Incomplete capitalization is another reason for the
existence of derivatives. Sometimes individuals are en-
dowed with an asset that has value, but also the risk that
they are unable to sell. Derivatives provide a means. The
famous composer Andrew Lloyd Webber sought to sell his
talent by capitalizing himself and selling stock in his future
productions. The stock was a derivative of his personal
talent. A less unusual derivative example is a prepaid
forward, which as discussed above, permits an executive,
who is endowed or receives restricted company stock, to
realize much of his stock’s value without selling it. The
derivative therefore helps overcome this incomplete capi-
talization that has been imposed on an executive by way of
company restrictions.

Generally, derivatives are very helpful in accomplishing
financial objectives in the presence of regulations and
restrictions. In Europe, laws governing the sales of securi-
ties make trading between different countries practically
impossible. Hence, derivatives, such as swaps, have boomed
because they permit “synthetic” sales and purchases,
accommodating cross-border restrictions on actual sales
and purchases.

Even in the U.S., derivatives permit rational financial
decisions that would otherwise be impermissible in the
presence of restrictive rules. U.S. regulators have often
required that certain investors, such as pension plans,
insurance companies, and others, be limited to certain types
of safe investments. Typically, this requires that a rating
agency, such as Moody’s Investors Service, provide a rating
for the investment. Investment banks have used derivative
securities to provide these regulated investors, who seek
higher returns that can only come with added risk, with a
way to accommodate these restrictions. For example, a
structured note’s repayment of principal could be riskless,
but its coupons could be highly risky, as described previ-
ously. Rating agencies would give a high rating to the
principal portion, which used to be sufficient for these
regulated investors to pass their investment requirements.

Derivatives can even be used for managing tax expo-
sure. As explained previously, a collar or prepaid forward
substantially reduces an executive’s risk in his stock award.
In derivative terms, it is equivalent to selling some of his or
her stock. Nevertheless, for tax purposes, this is typically
not considered a sale.

Conclusion
With apologies to Mark Twain (and many financial

critics), it would appear that rumors of the demise of
derivatives have been greatly exaggerated. Derivatives are
here to stay; although one must always be wary of their
potential for misuse, their growing popularity is indicative
of the varied means with which informed investors and
companies alike can use derivatives for financial gain.
Moving beyond financial circles, depending how you look
at it, derivatives embody how life itself is comprised of a
series of choices and options. In this way, derivatives are all
around us, and as fundamental as free will.




